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Nearly all who journey the path of the 'Truth Seeker' have been able to recognize that there exists an Earthly Matrix 
and are in the process of transcending it. But, virtually none of them know of the existence of a Cosmic Matrix.
Are you ready? Are you ready to journey deeper into awakening and rebirth from the template of life eternal? To 
journey into the depths of your infinite nature and liberate yourself from all programs of dogma and doctrine of 
religion, science, the occults, and the new age, and reintegrate with your true Divine Spiritual Sovereignty?
This learning/remembrance is for those who know it is now time to embody their autonomy and rediscover what 
being self-empowered truly means. For those who are ready to consciously reintegrate with one's Sovereign Soul 
by not only transcending the Earthly Matrix, but also, the Cosmic Matrix.

In this course, George shares wisdom, understanding and tools that help you to come home to your organic 
authentic and divine nature, and further awaken the inherent knowledge and immense power that resides within.
George's method is structured in a way that is simple, raw, yet powerful in its approach and deeply profound in its 
outcomes with an amazing transformation which is truly on a universal scale and is making a distinct difference in 
people's lives.

The tools, knowledge and wisdom shared in this course are Universal Lore! For this course to be a successful 
exercise in your life, it is required of you to be present with integrity, focussed, engaged and honest! The exercises 
are not to be taken casually. It is imperative for you to be honest with yourself and be prepared to do the inner work 
of standing in your integrity and taking responsibility of your own existence. This is said because it is now truly safe 
to emerge; and being fully present in this knowing, leaves no room for fear, apathy, apprehension and self-doubt. In 
the becoming of true spiritual liberation, all is exposed!

"It is time for our humanity to get out of ideological and intellectual spirituality, and back into its true authentic and 
organic spiritual journey."

'Transcending the Cosmic Matrix' is for those courageous Beings who know they are bringing their intended journey
through the Universal Cosmic Matrix to a conclusion, to journey home into themselves and are ready to express 
their authentic self and be who they came to this world to be!!! This empowers and guides you to embark on the 
enduring and majestic phase of your life and enact what is considered, your 'fundamental purpose'.

=============================================
Transcending the Cosmic Matrix Workshop Prerequisites:
Before you attend, please read '  Our Universal Journey' by george kavassilas.
=============================================

The information shared in this book really does put the course into perspective and context. 'Transcending the 
Cosmic Matrix: A Course in Reclaiming Your Authentic Self', is really an in-depth follow-on from George's book.
Having read 'Our Universal Journey', you will be familiar with George's experience of the reality of life within the 
'Great Arena' of this Universe. For some, encountering this information has been a confronting and paradigm 
shattering experience. For others, it is a confirmation, relief, and greatly appreciated validation.

http://www.risemultiversity.org/tours.html
http://www.ouruniversaljourney.com/


To co-create our new reality moving forward, we need to understand where our intent comes from. What level? 
What aspect of self? Our intent needs to be in sync with the group soul essence and consciousness of Humanity 
and the direction the Human entity as a whole is heading. We also need to be in sync with Mother Earth and her 
intentions as a planetary being. Furthermore, our intent also needs to be in sync with the intentions of our Sun, our 
Galaxy, and The Universal Creator. Above all, it must be in alignment with our Heart Soul Essence, the part of us 
which does put us in sync with all the aforementioned.

It is no longer healthy for our intentions to originate from our mind-based earthly personality interface we call ego. 
Nor can it be allowed to come from our forgotten cosmic ego which resides in cosmic consciousness and is the 
aspect of us that is still a part of, and functions within, the Universal Cosmic Matrix.

"The magic of life is found in the simplicity that reveals itself after journeying through the complexity of the 
labyrinth."

This course is structured in a way that is simple in its approach, yet deeply profound in its outcomes. These 
outcomes make a difference in people's lives and empower them to make a difference in their world around them 
and therefore the world in general. If we want the world to change for the better, then we need to change for the 
better first. It really does begin with the person in the mirror.

Come to an intimate seminar with George and experience an amazing transformation on a universal scale. Come 
be with a peer group of people, soul family who also are on the path of the brave ready to break through the glass 
ceiling of the cosmic matrix.

This will be a safe environment for a soul-enriching and profound transcendence to a new expression of being in 
this world. Enjoy a nurturing environment, experience clean water and organic produce during the event. 

The three day intensive course will be presented in two distinct locations and after each course George is offering a 
bonus trip to a ancient sacred site... places are limited so please reserve soon.


